
BALING WIRE, CHEWING GUM AND STRING

By HAMILTON DOUGLAS, JR.*

This article is about law office organization and management. Law-
yers usually think of this subject, when they think of it, as exclusively
a large firm problem, denying that the proud heirs to a tradition
of professional inefficiency can be organized or managed. The truth
of the matter is that all law offices are organized and managed. The
issue is not whether, but how much and to what end.

Since the first partnership lawyers have concerned themselves, con-
sciously or not, with two interlocking problems: how to produce more
profits and how to divide the increase equitably among the producers.
The law office is well organized and managed which satisfactorily
solves these problems; that which fails on either fails on both. There
is no middle ground. The partnership which divides profits inequit-
ably cannot long endure, but will probably outlast by a considerable
span the partnership with no profits to divide. The endless shuffling
of partners which is standard in the profession indicates that very
few law offices are well organized and managed. It may be regarded
as fortunate that the analogy between partnership and marriage is
not complete, for the family base of our society could not long sustain
the divorce rate prevailing among law partners.

An article on this subject usually deals in solutions to these problems
of how to get it and how to split it. Literature on the subject is con-
siderable and the writers generally agree that the problems exist. Their
solutions differ, each describing a system based on facts peculiar to
the author's experience. This shortage of uniformity suggests that the
best system is like a tailored suit, fitted to the measure of the particular
office involved. A law office can make do with ready-to-wear, short-
ened here and let out there, with the buttons shifted to hide the seams.
Unfortunately, each alteration adds stresses requiring compensating
adjustments, until the garment, ill-fitting its wearer, would be unrecog-
nizable to the designer.

An excellent treatment of the subject is Reginald Heber Smith's
Law Office Organization which appeared in the May, June, July and
August, 1940, issues of the American Bar Association Journal. The
present article describes the adjustments by which the Smith System,
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designed for a large firm, might be adapted to the use of a small-to-
medium sized partnership. The Smith System (hereinafter called "the
System") consists of practices thoroughly familiar to most lawyers
(whether they use them or not), skillfully combined with concepts

foreign to the ordinary catch-as-catch-can partnership. According to
its creator, these ingredients in harmonious integration take the lucky
lawyers who adopt the System smoothly and efficiently toward the
goals of increased income and equitable distribution, not to mention
health, happiness and the good life. The trouble for the small firm
is that it's a package deal, too big to take whole and too complicated
to disassemble. The problem reduces itself to figuring exactly how
much and what can be left out without losing the primary benefits
sought, and without losing the sanity or services of your favorite secre-
tary-bookkeeper-file clerk.

Cost Accounting. This is the System's method of determining the
cost of the finished product (the case). This cost will be used in
fixing the sales price (fee) and in dividing the excess of sales price
over cost (profit) among the producers (lawyers) . Cost accounting
is the heart of the System, for when the cost of handling a case is
known, a fee can be set which insures a profit; and when the cost-per-
lawyer-per-case is known we are on the high road to equitable divi-
sion. How to get it and to split it. Q.E.D.

Unfortunately, it isn't that simple. To determine a cost basis the
System postulates that direct expense (partners' drawing accounts
plus associates' salaries) equals indirect expense (all other operating
costs) and that each lawyer therefore must carry indirect expense
equal to his salary or draw (the theory being that the low-paid asso-
ciate gets low-grade quarters and services, whereas the senior partner
usually travels first class and should pay more). To put it another
way, each lawyer must gross a quota of twice his salary or draw in
order for the firm to break even on his services. This quota is his
cost per year, and everything over his cost is profit to the firm. Since
each lawyer is expected to work a projected number of hours per
year based on longevity and seniority (e.g. lowest associates, 1600,
antiquated partners, 1200) each lawyer's cost per hour is found by
dividing his cost per year by his hours per year. The cost of a particu-
lar case can now be readily determined by totalling the costs (hours
worked times cost per hour) of the lawyers who worked on the
case.

How does this apply to the small firm? The factors that go to make
up the cost basis only come with experience and probably approxi-
mate accuracy only after many years of keeping time, measuring
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expenses and juggling drawing accounts. In the beginning, the small
firm will probably assume that all partners work the same hours,
are entitled to the same draw and have identical costs per hour.
Associates' cost per hour will probably be manufactured out of the
purest thin air available. However arrived at, a cost basis even fairly
accurate will be invaluable to the small law firm in making sure
fees are reasonably remunerative, and will be useful in deciding on a
fair division of profits. Many small firms, however, will probably con-
clude at this point that cost accounting is a mighty complicated way
to fix a fee, and give the whole thing up as a bad job. A few will
proceed to the next hurdle, called proration.

Proration. This is not a method of dividing fees, although it can
be so used with genuinely unpleasant results. Proration is properly
used to determine the relative worth of the lawyers to the firm.
When relative worth has been accurateJy determined the partners
are in position to reach educated agreement on the next year's divi-
sion of profits.

Proration is the next logical step after the cost basis is determined.
As each case is closed, the total fee is prorated among the lawyers
(partners and associates) as follows: each lawyer who worked on

the case is credited in his "work column" with a share of the full
fee in the proportion his case cost (cost per hour times hours worked)
bears to the total case cost, while the lawyer who brought in the client
is credited with the full fee in his "business" column and the excess
of fee over case cost in his "profit" column. At the end of the year,
column totals reveal each lawyer's contribution to the firm in work
done, business produced and profit made. It only remains to assign
a weight to each factor to reach an evaluation of the lawyer's worth
to the firm. The facts are accumulated; their usefulness will depend
on the fairness of the weighing.

The System assigns to work a value of 60%; to client appeal, 30%;
and to profit, 10%. These figures, particularly the relationship be-
tween work and business, are fairly standard and follow the classic
2/3 - 1/3 work-business relationship used by many law firms. Small
firms may wish to drop the profit factor, since it complicates the
bookkeeping without clear compensating, advantages. No disastrous
results can be foreseen if such course is taken, for this profit factor
is not related in any discernible way to any other calculation in the
System.

An example of a two-lawyer firm will illustrate the method of trans-
lating annual totals of work, business and profit credits into lawyer
evaluation, called in the System "value produced."
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Partner Work Credit Totals Per Cent
A $12,000 60%

B 8,000 40

$20,000 100%

Partner Business Credit Totals Per Cent
A $10,000 50%
B 10,000 50

$20,000 100%

Partner Profit Credit Totals Per Cent
A $ 4,000 80%
B 1,000 20

$ 5,000 100%
Partner A Partner B

Work: 60% x .6 - 36.0% 40% x .6 - 24.0%
Business: 50% x .3 - 15.0 50% x .3 - 15.0
Profit: 80% x .1 - 8.0 20% x .1 - 2.0

Value Produced 59.0% 41.0%

Thus, during the particular year, A produced 59% of the firm's
"value," while B accounted for 41%. If the partners agreed at the
beginning of the year to a 50-50 split, it seems that A will not receive
as much as he produced, while B will take more than he put.
It should be remembered, however, that there are good years and
bad, and that the peaks and valleys tend to level themselves out. Next
year B may be "carrying" A. The figures should not be given a
literal application, but the partners should look to the cumulative
totals of past years to determine trends of activity. It may be that
the trend of several years will demonstrate that A is consistently
undercompensated, in which case an adjustment should be made.

The temptation is strong to use the "value produced" figures
directly in dividing income. After all, if the System is fair, the per-
centages must mean what they say. Why not give A his 59% of this

year's income, in the year in which he earned it? Let's take the cash
and let the credits go. Don't do it! But if you do it you must, lay in a
good supply of bailing wire, chewing gum and string, for you'll never
get back to the System again.

A prime objection to using the proration results literally and di-
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rectly is that, contrary to first impression, the "value produced"
figures for any year are not directly related to the income to be
divided for that year. The income consists of fees received during
the year, while fees are only prorated for cases closed during the
year. The proration results may include work done during three or
four years on a case of long standing, even though the fee on that
case may have been paid in yearly increments.

Well, then, says the direct actionist, why wait until the case is
closed? Prorate fees as received. Suppose A works 40 hours this year
on a case and B only 10. Work credits on the $1000 fee received this
year would be allocated $800 to A, $200 to B. If A does no work
on the case next year while B works 30 more hours, and no more
fee is paid, what about poor B? (More baling wire, please). Well,
if we deduct $300 from A's work credit and add it to B's, everything
ought to be O.K. Sure, everything's fine. Except that A has already
paid income tax on the $300 transferred to B, upon which B now
owes tax. (Chewing gum, please, and a little more string).

These are extreme examples, but they could, and occasionally
will, happen. The adjustments tend to cancel themselves out, since A
will pay tax on $300 less than he made in the year B pays the tax,
although the graduated income tax makes exact balances impossible.
In other words, the mathematical problem can be solved, if you can

keep your firm in bookkeepers.

There is a more serious long range objection to using the "value
produced" figures directly and literally, a time-bomb effect which

may not be realized for several years. Direct division of fees, regardless
of the method of determining the apportionment, is for lone wolves,
not for partners. Its effect breaks down the partnership idea, because
the human instinct for hoarding will inhibit cooperation among
lawyers when one must compensate the other directly for his help.
The subtlety of the proration scheme may delay the centrifugal effect,
but ultimately the partnership will be recognized as no more than
a fancy arrangement for splitting fees.

On the other hand, use of the "value produced" figures as a guide
for the future has a definitely cohesive effect. Each lawyer has an
interest in increasing not only his own productivity but also that of
every other lawyer in the firm, since he will profit directly as the firm
produces, not directly as he produces, while the accumulating data
of his value to the firm acts as a balance wheel to keep him interested
in keeping up his own production.

Expenses. It might be presumed that law office expenses (except
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those chargeable to a particular case) are always paid out of gross
income, leaving the partners to do their quarreling over who gets
what portion of the net. The presumption is premature. Law partner-
ships, particularly small firms, use an infinite variety of home-grown
devices for dividing expenses, most of which "just grew" with the
partnership. The System pays expenses out of the gross, thus auto-
matically allocating expenses in direct proportion to gross income.
This is usually acceptable because income and the benefits bought
by the overhead have a reasonably constant relation. Mr. Smith has
determined that when a partner's annual income reaches $4,500 he
pays for what he gets, while lesser earners are "carried" to some small
extent by the big producers. Unless this "carrying charge" proves
excessive, the small firm should think twice before changing such a
simple and easy-to-work formula. The difficulties of more compli-
cated and less traditional methods include not only added bookkeep-
ing problems but the never-ending wrangle between the across-the-
boarders (I don't want to carry anybody), the benefit-budgeters
(I want to pay for what I get) and the formula fanciers (take the
cube root of last month's postage, etc.) . Details of the possible devia-
tions from standard have no place here-the only sound advice is
"don't."

The System requires that a lawyer repay the firm for expenses
charged to his cases which are not reimbursed by the client (fairly
standard) and that he also pay the case costs of the other lawyers when
a fee goes sour (thoroughly unstandard). The latter requirement pre-
vents wastage of firm time on profitless forays, but it also inhibits
the free interchange of work between partners on legitimate but
speculative work, e.g. plaintiff's damage suits. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the "payment" is in credits, not cash, and will
not directly affect the take-home pay of payor or payee.

This provides a good example of the far-reaching effects of any off-
hand tinkering with the System. A firm which changes the proration
method to divide income directly according to "value produced"
cannot be expected to require one lawyer to pay another for lost
time. Under such a fee division scheme, no lawyer would dare use
another's services if there were the remotest possibility he might have
to pay for those services when no fee is collected.

Firm Meetings. There is nothing new in a proposal that partners
hold regular firm meetings for the conduct of their business. The
novelty is not in the proposal but in the holding, for this obvious
principle is something everyone talks about but few do anything about.
All agree it is a wonderful idea but inconvenience and the lack of
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specific, tangible and spendable benefits seems to kill most firm
meetings in, or shortly after, the borning.

The System recommends, and reason endorses, that every partner-
ship hold regular meetings (weekly is suggested) even if there is
no particular purpose for holding a particular meeting. Regular meet-
ings are indispensable to partners first charting a course of law office
management, particularly if they have made "improvements" on the
System. Their very presence together, once each week, for disagree-
ment, discussion and compromise, may be sufficient to postpone for
years the inevitable breakdown of a machine too burdened with baling
wire, chewing gum and string.

Firm meetings can be anything the partners desire, for the fact of
meeting is more important than the agenda. The System suggests that
regular reports might be planned on such topics as administrative
details, new cases, approval of bills for fees and continued legal
education, all of which would seem as applicable to the small as to
the large firm.

Form To Be Filled By The Lawyer. A little form-filling is inevit-
able, even in the best of all possible systems, and the reactionary who
rejects all record-keeping has no place in a systematized law office.

1. New Case Report. Filled at first interview with client. Lists
essential information for setting up file, opening client's ledger
sheet, filling out new case slip, and keeping other partners informed.
Suggested for small firms: Use as prescribed.

2. Daily Time Sheet. Shows time, in hours and tenths, spent on
each case each day, with brief description of work done. Suggested
for small firms: Use as prescribed.

3. Voucher. Authorization for disbursement of money on case.
Suggested for small firms: Use as prescribed.

4. Request for Time and Cost. Notice to hired help to make written
report on hours spent and costs advanced on case preparatory to
billing. Suggested for small firms: Eliminate.

These are the only "red tape" requirements made by the System
on the lawyer himself. Filling the forms, except the Daily Time Sheet,
is not difficult nor particularly time consuming. The New Case Report
merely presents in ordinary, easily usable form information obtained
from the client under any system. The request for Time and Cost is
probably not needed in the small office, the request being orally con-
veyable to the secretary-bookkeeper-file clerk with little measurable
loss of efficiency. The same may be said of the Voucher, though its
usefulness as a permanent record of fiscal authority should be weighed
against the additional bother for the lawyer.
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As to the Daily Time Sheet, more needs be said. Keeping it accu-
rately is on onerous chore which never seems to get lighter. (The
very slight mitigation obtained by substituting minutes for tenths
of an hour hardly outweighs the bookkeeper's difficulty in adding
and converting long columns of hours and minutes. After all, the
equation 6 minutes = .1 hour is not difficult mathematics). Despite
its daily difficulty, keeping time is one of a lawyer's most productive
occupations: it provides a sound basis for income division: it provides
a helpful guide in fee-fixing; and it provides an antidote for shift-
lessness. There is nothing so shocking as a review of your first day's
Time Sheet. The novice who logs four hours legal work is unusual;
five, phenomenal; six, probably dishonest. The Daily Time Sheet,
scrupulously kept and regularly reviewed is the best known way to
shift a lawyer from his daydreams back to the grindstone.

Forms To Be Filled By The Hired Help. The small law office will
experience difficulty in keeping up with many of these forms, the
use of which is intimately tied in with smooth functioning of the
System. The serious problem for a small firm is the distribution of
these extra duties among a small secretarial staff in such a way as
to interfere least with the production of legal documents. The only
economical solution may be the elimination of many desirable forms.

1. Time Ledger Sheet. One for each case. Accumulates all time
logged by each lawyer on the case, as gleaned from the Daily Time
Sheets. Suggested for small firms: Use as prescribed.

2. New Case Slip. Summary of data on New Case Report, prepared
in sufficient numbers to disseminate information to lawyers involved
and hired help with departmental responsibilities. These make an
excellent basis for a "tickler file." Suggested for small firms: Use as
prescribed.

3. Ledger Sheet. One for each case to receive entries of all receipts
and disbursements in the case. Suggested for small firms: Use as
prescribed.

4. Time and Cost Report. Prepared in response to request for time
and cost. Lists all time charged to the case and all disbursements.
Use as basis for determining fee and preparing statement. Suggested
for small firms: Use as prescribed.

5. Weekly New Case List: Prepared for weekly firm meetings. Lists
all new cases received by the firm during the preceding week. Sug-
gested for small firms: Use as prescribed.

6. Bills Approval List. Prepared for weekly firm meetings. Lists
all bills prepared during preceding week on which responsible attor-
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ney wishes discussion and recommendations. Suggested for small
firms: Use as prescribed.

Integrated Filing System. The exact details of a filing system are
not important if the method is easily understood and files are readily
accessible. The System follows the standard large firm procedure of
completely integrated files, with single-purpose clerks available to
pull files when requested. The small firm, where each man's secretary
will be his file clerk, may have better experience by keeping open
files for each lawyer individually and closed files in a common
system, with the whole keyed into an integrated index.

Management. A difficult problem in adapting the System to small
firm use is that of providing the personnel necessary to keep things
running smoothly. The real trouble is not in the mechanical duties
of filing, prorating and bookkeeping, which can be handled by rea-
sonably competent hired help with little additional training, but
in providing supervisory personnel. Lawyers are not necessarily good
executives and generally would prefer not to be bothered with details
of administration. Yet the very novelty of the System, particularly
the Cost Accounting and Proration features, demands a high degree
of understanding of the reasons behind the various forms, entries and
postings, an understanding not usually available among salaried
employees. Such understanding is particularly necessary if any changes
are made in the System, since each adjustment will usually require
a compensating adjustment elsewhere.

The System prescribes a managing partner who is paid for his
managerial services by time charges against the firm. This is the only
proper procedure, since the managing partner (almost necessarily
part-time in the small firm) should certainly be paid for the work
he does for the other partners, on the presumption that the System
produces value to the partners. If it doesn't produce value, it should
be discontinued and the managing partner relieved of the necessity
of wasting his time in a fruitless venture. The difficulty of obtaining
acceptance of the managing partner idea is not in logic but in the
novelty of the proposal. The small firm lawyer is liable to resist
strongly the idea of paying a partner for services to the firm which
produces no actual cash, and to suggest that the partners share the
burdens of management. While this strongly resembles driving an
automobile by committee, it has a strong appeal based on its simi-
larity to the traditional way of "managing" a small firm. Such a
scheme of divided responsibility will not work because the System is
deprived of strength where it is most needed. A managing partner
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who is well versed in the principles of law office organization and
management is essential to the proper functioning of the System. It
might even be said that a skillful managing partner can even adapt
the System successfully to the small firm's needs-if he uses plenty
of -baling wire, chewing gum and string.


